SWITZERLAND & SWEDEN PARTNER UP WITHIN THE FIELD OF INNOVATION
SWII IS AN INDUSTRIAL R&D PARTNERING PROGRAM WITH 29 PROJECTS WORTH 37MEUR
FOR INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES, END USERS, BORN GLOBAL SME:S & ACADEMIA

What does SWII offer?

1. Industrial R&D partnering program for industrial locomotives, end users, born global SMEs & academia
2. Focus on automated transportation, industry 4.0 & life science
3. Access to a global network of CTOs, R&D Managers & Innovation Managers & future technologies
4. Available project funding within Eureka & Eurostars

What impact, for whom?

1. Creates R&D alliances & thereby strategic partnerships
2. Enables service providers (end users):
   a) Access to new technologies & via them new services
3. Enables MNEs:
   a) Access to new technologies and services as well as
   b) Test beds for their new R&D
4. Enables SMEs:
   a) Networks for internationalization via innovation &
   b) By successful R&D projects, efficient future distributions channels for internationalization
ORGANIZATION ONSITE AVAILABLE FOR QUESTIONS HERE TODAY